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Neville 1
Artist’s Statement
The past few years of my artistic endeavors at Appalachian State have been dedicated
to reconciling the gap between my work as a visual artist and my work as a writer. I have
always been interested in various forms of storytelling - namely the visual arts and poetry - as
they give us a window into the minds and experiences of others. The desire for intimacy and
connection is one of the most basic human instincts, and I find that entering another’s world
through the arts can be an incredibly powerful and moving experience.
Through my own art, I have the freedom to communicate not just the reality of
something, but its essence; those fleeting thoughts and images associated with a moment in
time, a person, an idea, an event. Visual art can illuminate those things in our head which
cannot be put into words: our dreams and daydreams, our nightmares, our fantasies; the
subconscious. It provides us with the time to actually assess what is going on in our minds
when presented with certain subject matter; those passing thoughts; forgotten or overlooked
memories.
I find comfort in knowing that I am not alone in my struggles, my experiences, my
shortcomings, and I often find myself returning to the art world for reassurance and comfort
in times of doubt – to know that I am not alone in something, to see it. For this reason, my
work most often deals with difficult subject matter (i.e. death, anxieties, loss), in an attempt
to make the ugly not just beautiful, but palpable; to reconcile the thought to its owner; to sit a
person down with their struggles and have a sense of balance in their emotions towards this
negative thing. It is about comfort in seeing.
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Over the years, the arts have become my sanctuary, and I would like to be able to
give someone else that sense of intimacy and quietude through my work; to offer them
another world; a safe place to confront emotion.

Introduction:
My work typically comes in the form of a visual reaction to overheard stories, conversations,
and my own personal writings and poetry, and this piece is no different. I often work in pen
and ink, as is demonstrated through the reproductions of my drawings within these three
books.
This piece began as a poem that I wrote in reaction to different conversations - and one
particular story - that I overheard last summer. We were seated at my grandmother’s kitchen
table one afternoon, and my aunt began to recall a memory from when she was younger. She
and her cousin were bathing, when my aunt stepped out of the bath and began to brush her
hair. Looking confused, her cousin asked “Your daddy doesn’t brush your hair?”. It came to
light many years after that memory, that the girl’s father had been molesting her. Those
words have stuck with my aunt all of these years. And in hindsight, this seemingly
insignificant memory was the key to a much larger story. Chilling to hear, that phrase
haunted me for weeks, until finally, I began to write. This very small part of a much larger
(and not fully known to me) story was the inspiration for my BFA exhibition, entitled “Your
Daddy Doesn’t Brush Your Hair?”.
Through exposing the issue of sexual abuse, I hope to bring a sense of solidarity to those
reading it who may feel alone in their experiences, and to bring awareness to those who may
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be a resource or refuge to those in distress. The truth can be found hiding within those little,
seemingly insignificant moments, those small phrases. We must simply be willing to see.

Description
For my BFA exhibition, I illustrated and bound 3 books, which featured elements of
my poetry interspersed throughout the illustrations. The books followed a common story and
included common imagery drawn from elements of the main poem and storyline from “Your
Daddy Doesn’t Brush Your Hair?” . These common elements allowed the books to flow
together as a body of work and continuation or extension of the same narrative as opposed to
being 3 completely separate, stand-alone pieces.
The 3 books were displayed in a bathroom-esque setting, on shelves hung next to a
mirror hanging above a pedestal sink. On the ledge of the sink, a pair of scissors was placed,
and from the faucet a stream of hair flowed, featuring small, mummified fish swirling
through the hair as though swimming out of the faucet along with it. On the walls, more fish
hung in deep brown frames which matched the color of the hair, as well as the mirror’s frame
and the shelf on which the books sat.

Methodology
For the exhibition, I illustrated a completed poem of my own writing entitled “Your
Daddy Doesn’t Brush Your Hair?” the non-autobiographical, true story of a young girl
experiencing sexual abuse at the hands of a father figure. Imagery from this poem was
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incorporated into 3 different books of varying sizes. The first and largest book featured the
main poem (“Your Daddy Doesn’t Brush Your Hair?”) interspersed throughout and
incorporated into the images, while the last two books featured imagery that acted as support
to the main narrative. My medium of choice for illustrations for the books was India ink; I
feel that stippling can achieve a level of detail and accuracy that dry medium cannot.
I am fairly new to book arts, and had never endeavored to illustrate my own writing
or to work in a story-board, multi-sequence fashion until this project. Before now, I had only
conveyed narratives through single, concise drawings. It was quite a challenge to approach
my story-telling frame-by-frame. One of the first steps that I took in order to familiarize this
process was to establish the imagery I would be working with. In keeping with the more
abstract nature of the poem, I did not want my images to simply spell out the story for the
viewer. I therefore chose not to illustrate the story of a girl’s misfortunes at the hands of her
father, but to illustrate the wonderland that the poem created; the dark make-believe of
metaphor. I spent months and months “story boarding” in my sketchbook, playing out
different scenarios, discovering the multitudinous directions in which the imagery could go.
I soon realized that unless I set up basic guidelines for the imagery and established a cohesive
and recurring theme, there would always be boundless possibilities and the resulting
indecision. For that reason, I chose to focus on the (obvious) theme of hair, and the initial,
childish imagery of the poem, which included castle walls, crocodiles, and skeletons – an
allusion to stories we were told when we were younger of princesses in high towers and
damsels in distress.
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I took the books one (11’ x 17’) page at a time, modifying each subsequent drawing
according to new discoveries along the way and fiddling with the order as the visual story
grew. For each page, I first found reference photos for the subject matter, and then penciled
in the composition and proceeded to ink it in. Once I had completed all of the drawings for a
book, I then scanned the finished drawings into the computer, where I added the backgrounds
and text via Photoshop.
The backgrounds were initially going to be composed of alcohol-based ink washes on
vellum paper, which would also be scanned into the computer and added to the drawings via
Photoshop. However, I decided against this after a bit of trial and error – the effects were too
dilute and honestly a bit too boring for this story. I felt that whatever I came up with had to
be every bit as astounding as the painstakingly stippled drawings. After a bit of searching, I
remembered a technique I had learned in my very first art course here at ASU. The effects of
certain concentrated chemicals on magazine pages is absolutely breathtaking, and very
reminiscent of the ink washing technique – but with more depth and vibrancy. I had to be
strategic about the pages that I chose to use, as I wanted specific colors to convey the
atmosphere of the world I was creating. I chose darker pages, with cooler colors and greys
mixed in, in order to transport the viewer into the darkness of the story and accentuate the
foreboding nature of the imagery itself.
The text was another challenge. Before this exhibition I had little experience with
typography. I had almost no experience with Adobe Illustrator, and I didn’t have the
slightest clue where to begin. It took a lot of experimentation to find a suitable typeface and
to finagle the length and height of the letters themselves, as well as make adjustments to the
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letter and line spacing. I chose to use a consistent typeface throughout each of the two books
that featured text, with some variation and tweaking here and there. The firm stance on the
typeface was an attempt to keep with the idea of cohesiveness and unity throughout all of the
books, and also reflects the attitude of contemporary typography towards maintaining a
consistent design.
As for binding, I knew from the very start that I would be carrying out this process by
hand, and utilizing wooden covers of my own making. The book forms were decided by the
books; once the images were finished and ready to be printed and the page numbers for each
book were set, it became obvious which forms would be more suited to which books. The
Accordion book was made with that format in mind – one long, continuous drawing to be
discovered as it unfolds. The Simple Case bound book’s format was chosen based on the
book’s length – it was not long enough to be able to conform to methods that utilize
signatures, and of the very few other options for binding, the majority were not as practical
for having full visibility of the drawings. The Simple Case binding method allowed for the
drawings to be unhindered and not obscured in any way by the binding. The Secret Belgian
bound book format was chosen for the main book featuring the bulk of the writing, as it was
the most intricate format that could be managed with so few signatures. I wanted to have a
more complicated format for this book in order to emphasize its importance to the viewer
before it is even opened.
The covers were created from wood, which I coated with layer upon layer of different
colors of milk paint. I tried to keep a similar color scheme throughout, with green being the
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color that binds them all together. I thought it suiting, as it is a prominent color in the
backgrounds of the pages of the main book.
Although the original drawings were all created on 11” x 17” paper, I chose to shrink
the final prints down so that the largest book cover was only 4.5” x 5.5”. I felt that the
intimacy of the story should be reflected in how the book was handled. A smaller book
would be handled more carefully, more thoughtfully. Its size invites the idea of fragility; the
handler feels a sense of preciousness, an urge towards gentleness. One must draw closer in
order to experience the world and story within.
For the display, I chose the bathroom setting with hair flowing from the faucet as a
parallel to what was happening in the books and the story that motivated them. The
inspiration for this whole series began in a bathroom setting, and I wanted some element of
that to reflect in the way the books were displayed. Hidden within the swirls of hair flowing
from the faucet were small mummified fish, which were to appear as though they were
swimming out of the faucet – this was to reflect imagery featured throughout the book, of
hair and fish skeletons (the fish were also featured in frames on the wall surrounding the
display). On the sink’s ledge sat a pair of scissors, creating tension between the hair and the
blade. The viewer is at once confronted with this tension, and simultaneously with their own
reflection. The scissors exist as a reminder that the dead past of this story, this trauma, the
hair that flows throughout the books, can be cut away. Life can go on. The flow of hurt and
suffering can stop. It is a reminder that both the little girl in the story and the readers can
either continue in vain to wash their hands of this, or they can cut it off. There is always a
choice.
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Conclusion:
This exhibition has taught me a lot about the work that goes into not only book-binding, but
illustration, as well. It has helped me to better understand the process of storyboarding and to
truly appreciate the tremendous amount of work that goes into both illustration and the
typography that accompanies it. I feel that the knowledge I have gained in these areas has
given me the confidence to better incorporate text into my work in the future so that I might
continue with my narrative works. This piece has pushed me to explore new things and gain
many new skills. I have found new confidence in my ability to navigate both Photoshop,
Illustrator, and InDesign – all of which were previously unknown to me. Although the end
result of this project has been very rewarding, it has also been a very involved process. I
have grown in ways that I did not anticipate, and I have a new appreciation for the time and
effort that goes into book making. There are so many diverse skills involved in creating an
artist book, and an incredible amount of trial and error is involved in every one of these
different areas. I have printed and reprinted pieces, bound and rebound books, done away
with entire, finished pages. It has been quite the experience, and I am glad for the skills and
awareness I have gained along the way. The many obstacles that arose in putting together
this exhibition have helped me to grow as an artist and become far more proficient in my
craft, and for that I am grateful.

Installation:

Book One:

“Your Daddy Does Brush Your Hair?”

Her hair was a fortress
a crown of castle walls and crocodiles hiding
layers of bone, under dust, under clay
– a pit for words and fishing hooks,
hot coal tears and finger prints,
words strung like tumbleweeds falling

pretty girl
the things I’ll do to you

hands pick apart the knots in his daughter’s hair hungrily
while the careful portrait of a mother gleams unknowingly
silent tears of forgive me and silence

falling

In the end, karma dressed him in potato sacks and a little girl’s body
He even hates her own shadow

helpless
lust-lacking

“Your daddy doesn’t brush your hair?” she asks
as her cousin

steps
naked from the bath

“Her hair was a fortress”

“a crown of castle walls and crocodiles hiding”

“layers of bone, under dust, under clay
a pit for words and fishing hooks”

“hot coal tears and finger prints”

“words strung like tumble weeds falling”

“pretty girl
the things I’ll do to you”

“hands pick apart the knots in his daughter’s hair hungrily”

“while the careful portrait of a mother gleams unknowingly
at her bedside”

“swallowing tears of forgive me
and silence falling”

“in the end, karma dressed him in potato sacks and a little girl’s body”

“he even hates her own shadow – helpless, lust-lacking”

“‘Your daddy doesn’t brush your hair?’ she asks, as her cousin steps
naked from the bath”

Book Two:

Book Three:

